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Summary
Many mammals use scent marks to advertise territory
ownership, but only recently have we started to under-
stand the complexity of these scent signals and the types
of information that they convey. Whilst attention has
generally focused on volatile odorants as the main
information molecules in scents, studies of the house
mouse have now defined a role for a family of proteins
termed major urinary proteins (MUPs) which are, of
course, involatile. MUPs bind male signalling volatiles
and control their release from scent marks. These
proteins are also highly polymorphic and the pattern of
polymorphic variants provides a stable ownership signal
that communicates genome-derived information on the
individual identity of the scent owner. Here we review the
interaction between the chemical basis of mouse scents
and the dynamics of their competitive scent marking
behaviour, demonstrating how it is possible to provide
reliable signals of the competitive ability and identity of
individual males. BioEssays 26:1288–1298, 2004.
� 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Introduction

Unlike visual or acoustic signals used in communication be-

tween animals, chemical signals can be deposited in the

environment as scent marks that persist in the absence of the

signaller, often over extended periods. Scent marks can thus

be used to provide information to conspecifics even when the

scent owner is elsewhere and are widely used among ter-

restrial vertebrates in the context of territory marking and

defence.(1,2) Although it is popularly assumed that the main

function of territory scent marks is to keep competitors out of a

scent marked area, it turns out that scent marks are not very

effective in preventing invasion.(2) Indeed, why should scent

marks prevent other animals from gaining access to attractive

resources if the owner is not around to defend them? We will

argue here that the main role of territorial scent marks is to

allow owners to advertise their high competitive ability, by

providing a signal that reliably reflects their success in territory

defence.

There are three facets to the information content in scent

marks. First, they provide information through the chemical

components of the scent. Secondly, the spatial and temporal

pattern of scent deposition provides further complexity.

Finally, since scent signals are often deposited in response

to competition with one animal counter-marking the scents of

another, there is also information in the pattern of scents

deposited by different individuals. Competitive scent marking

is thus a battle fought between individuals, a form of ‘‘scent

wars’’ played out at both molecular and behavioural levels. In

this review, we will discuss the theoretical biology underlying

competitive scent marking, supported by empirical evidence

from the animal in which the process is best understood: the

common house mouse, Mus domesticus.

Scent marks and territory ownership:

the perspective from behavioural ecology

Territory owners need to defend resources from competitors

and also attract potential mates. Success in defending a terri-

tory is, in itself, proof of the owner’s high competitive ability.

Advertising this success therefore has competitive and repro-

ductive advantages. Because competitive conflict is costly

in terms of energy, time and risk of serious injury, animals

recognised to be of high competitive ability are less likely to be

challenged.(3,4) Owners that advertise successful territory

defence therefore will suppress the number of challenges from

other competitors. Males that advertise resource ownership

and competitive success also gain a reproductive advantage if

females prefer mates of high competitive ability, able to defend

desirable resources.(5) However, competitors and potential

mates only gain from responding to such advertisement if the

owner really is of high competitive ability; there will therefore be

strong selection to respond only to reliable signals.(6)

Scent marks are particularly well suited for providing this

reliable signal of competitive ability. Indeed, most territorial

mammals scent mark the area that they defend.(7) Because

only animals that successfully dominate an area can ensure

that their scent marks predominate, the spatial pattern and

density of the owner’s scent marks provide physical proof of
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territory ownership.(2,8) Intruders, or subordinates that live

within a territory owned by a more dominant animal, cannot be

mistaken for the owner if their scent marks do not predominate.

Further, only those owners that defend their territory effec-

tively can ensure that no other animals introduce competing

signals. Even though a territory might be suffused with an

owner’s scent, the presence of any fresh signals from com-

petitors would indicate ineffective territory defence.(8,9) By

excluding competing males and countermarking any such

scent challenges, a successful owner can ensure that its own

marks are always the freshest signals within the defended

area. Accordingly, territory owners counter-mark intruder

scent marks immediately.(1,9) Competitor scents may be

over-marked to provide physical evidence of the most recent

scent mark,(10) or fresh scents may be placed next to the

ageing scents of a competitor providing chemical proof of

relative scent age.(11–13) Thus, the spatial and temporal

pattern of scent marks deposited by a territory owner and by

any other males in the locality indicates the success with which

an owner dominates its scent-marked territory (Fig. 1). Scent

marking and refreshment rates are particularly high at shared

territory borders. This may reflect the need for both neighbours

to ensure the relative freshness of their scent in the immediate

vicinity of competitors’ scent marks.(13)

Scent signals are not directed towards specific recipients

but are broadcast to any other animals in the locality. Because

scent marks are long lived and persist in the environment, the

spatial / temporal pattern of scents from different individuals

provides a continuous record of challenges for dominance and

crucially, the outcome of those challenges.(9,14) This record is

available to visitors and residents. As long as scent marks

provide reliable information about the identity of scent owners

Figure 1. A:Competitive scent marking: Territories are delineated by owner-specific scent marks that are regularly replenished within the

territory and particularly at territory boundaries. B: If a mouse intrudes into another territory, leaving scent marks, C: the territory owner

rapidly deposits countermarks near to the marks of the intruder, andD: replenishes these marks at a higher rate than usual. In this fashion,

the territory owner successfully advertises the ability to defend a territory and, by comparing the relative age of the intruder marks and owner

countermarks, potential mates of territory challengers can assess the fitness of the owner. Key: scent marks are colour coded to reflect

individual ownership; paler colours reflect scent marks that have aged.
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and the relative ages of their signals, conspecifics do not need

to witness challenges for dominance. Both challenge and

outcome are recorded in scent marks—these thus provide the

‘‘Minutes’’ of meetings between competitors that are made

public to all interested third parties, summarising the identities

of participants and outcomes of their interactions.(15)

The main function of scent countermarking may therefore

be a signal to third parties rather than a signal to the competitor

whose scent is countermarked. This would provide a mech-

anism to assess the proven competitive ability of potential

mates. For such complex information to be conveyed, scent

marks must contain information about the species, sex and

individual identity of a scent owner, social status (dominant

territory owner or subordinate) and the freshness of the scent

relative to any adjacent scent marks from competitors. From a

theoretical viewpoint, on the one hand, territorial scent marks

need to be relatively long lasting (i.e. of low volatility) to reduce

the need for constant replenishment of signals over a wide

area. On the other hand, scents of low volatility will be difficult

to detect at a distance and may not provide reliable signals of

scent ‘‘freshness’’ to receivers. How do animals satisfy these

conflicting requirements? Studies of house mice suggest

that this is achieved through a combination of the chemical

qualities of the scent and the way that those scents are

deposited in the environment.

Chemical defence among mice

Male house mice are highly territorial and deposit urine scent

marks throughout their defended area.(16–18) They have hairs

on the end of the prepuce that aid the deliberate ‘‘painting’’ of

tiny quantities of urine in thin streaks and small spots on the

substrate.(19) Territory owners increase their rate of scent

marking in the vicinity of scent marks from familiar or unfamiliar

competitors over several hours, placing their own scents

nearby but not deliberately over the top of scents of their

competitors (Fig. 2).(12,18) They also attack males that deposit

such competing scents.(8) Unfamiliar intruders use the scent

marks deposited around a territory to identify a territory owner

and are much less likely to challenge a male whose scent

signature matches the local scent marks than a male whose

scent does not match.(20) Adding a small drop of the territory

owner’s fresh urine onto one of his scent deposits increases

the frequency with which intruders and resident subordinates

spontaneously flee when they encounter the owner, without

any attack or pursuit. In contrast, introducing urine from a

neighbour territory owner reduces evasion and increases

challenges against the resident owner, regardless of familiarity

with the resident male’s aggressive defence of his territory

during direct interactions.(9)

Molecular signals of species, sex and social status
Although fulfilling an excretory role, mouse urine also contains

‘‘fixed’’ (genomic) information about the species, sex and

individual identity of the owner, as well as ‘‘variable’’ (meta-

bolic) information concerning the owner’s current social,

reproductive and health status, and its food resources.(21–24)

Information concerning the species and sex of the scent owner

is inherent in a number of male mouse-specific signalling

volatiles in urine expressed under androgen control, including

2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihydrothiazole (‘thiazole’) and 2,3-dehydro-

exo-brevicomin (‘brevicomin’) which are present in bladder

urine post-puberty and which are considerably reduced by

castration.(25) In addition, two sesquiterpenes, E,E-a-farne-

sene and E-b farnesene (‘farnesenes’) are produced by

preputial glands and added to urine on elimination.(26) These

male-specific volatiles are highly attractive to female mice(27,28)

and have a number of pheromonal priming effects on female

reproductive physiology(29,30) in addition to stimulating ag-

gression between males.(31) While thiazole and brevicomin

appear to be produced by all adult males, farnesenes provide

additional informationconcerningmalesocial status sincesub-

ordinate males partially suppress production of farnesenes

Figure 2. Scent countermarking: Mouse urine scent marks

fluoresce under ultraviolet light.(16) When a territory owner

encounters a streak of stimulus urine from another male, the

owner’s rate of scent marking in the vicinity increases over a

period of several hours. Countermarks are not deposited

deliberately over the top of the intruder’s scent but consist of

many small streaks and spots of urine deposited each time the

owner is in the vicinity of the intruder’s scent.
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and have smaller preputial glands than dominant male territory

owners.(25,26)

Scent signals are only of use if they are detected by others,

indicating the need for airborne (volatile) signals that will be

detected by animals in the vicinity. However, as they become

airborne, volatile scent components are lost from scent marks,

reducing the longevity of signals deposited in the environment

and increasing the rate at which signals need replenishment.

While attention has focused largely on volatile pheromones in

scent signals, it has increasingly become apparent that non-

volatile proteins and peptides are also important and interact

with volatile components in providing scent signals. Mouse

urine is characterized by the presence of a high concentration

of protein, over 99% of which comprises the Major Urinary

Proteins (MUPs, see Fig. 3). These are a group of 18–20 kDa

lipocalins, synthesized in the liver, secreted into the plasma

and subsequently passed through the glomerular filter into

the urine.(36) MUPs have a central cavity that binds lipophilic

molecules and their only known functions are in chemical

signalling. MUPs are produced by mice of both sexes but adult

male urine typically contains 20–40 mg/ml of protein, ap-

proximately three to four times as much as female urine.(37)

This sex difference occurs at puberty when there is an

increase in excretion among males, with staged activation of

some MUPs.(34) In males, MUPs bind a number of ligands but

principally the two male-specific signalling volatiles thiazole

and brevicomin such that almost all thiazole and brevicomin in

fresh male urine is bound to these proteins.(38–40) Once urine

is deposited as a scent mark, the binding of signalling volatiles

to MUPs greatly slows down their evaporation from the scent

mark,(41,42) considerably extending the duration over which

volatiles are detected from a distance.(12,41) When not bound

to MUPs, male signalling volatiles are lost from scent marks

within a few minutes, while those bound and released from

MUPs continue to be detected over at least 24 hours, drawing

attention to scent marks that mice then approach to investigate

closely.(12) Once within a few centimetres of a foreign male

mark, male signalling volatiles stimulate caution in contacting

the scent source (Fig. 4), probably because, in the dark,

volatiles released from fresh scent marks are difficult to dis-

tinguish from those released by a dangerous male. Thus, the

combination of male-specific volatiles bound to and released

by non-volatile proteins provides readily detectable signals

that are gradually released over many hours.

Figure 3. Major urinary proteins (MUPs):A:The urine of many species, including man, does not normally contain protein. However, some

species, and several rodents in particular, release substantial quantities of protein in their urine. These proteins are synthesised in the liver,

and pass through the kidney into the urine, where they can reach concentrations of 40mg/ml. The structure and function of the MUPs from

mouse (shown) and rat (often termed a-2U protein) are relatively well understood, and the three-dimensional structures are known (search

http://www.rcsb.org/p db/ with the text ‘‘major urinary protein’’). They are eight-stranded beta barrel structures; the barrel being sheared to

form a cross-hatched central cavity. In the mouse, the cavity is known to bind the pheromonally active ligands 2-sec-butyl-4,5-

dihydrothiazole and 2,3-dehydro-exo-brevicomin, although most of the electron density is explained by the thiazole. The mechanism of

binding of a range of thiazoles and indeed, other ligands is unusual, inasmuch as it seems to be driven by the enthalpy changes brought

about by desolvation of the cavity.(32,33) B: In the mouse, most MUPs are encoded between approximately 59.7 and 60.7 MBp of

chromosome 4; the equivalent region in the rat genome is between 78 and 79 MBp of chromosome 5 (http://www.ensembl.org). Other MUP-

like sequences, located throughout the genomes by virtue of weaker homology matches might encode MUP-related genes that are

expressed in other tissues. C: A mouse probably expresses at least 5 urinary MUP genes, and in wild populations, this leads to the

expression of around 8–14 electrophoretically separable MUP isoforms in urine.(34,35) One of the challenges has been to explain why a

simple role of ligand binding and release should require such a complex mixture of virtually identical protein structures. Most of the

polymorphic variation between different MUPs is in residues that are on the surface of the structure.(35)
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Molecular ownership signatures
Scent marks can only provide information on ownership if the

scent includes information about identity. Scent ownership

signatures need to be sufficiently polymorphic to provide a

functionally unique signature to each individual in the local

population. They also need to be stable and persistent once

deposited, since it is essential that the ownership signal does

not change as the scent mark ages. Further, ownership signals

need to be a fixed characteristic that can be recognised

independently of any metabolic or environmental fluctuations

that alter an individual’s scent profile.(43,44) Laboratory dis-

crimination tests indicate that many non-genetic factors in-

fluence an animal’s volatile scent profile, reflecting the owner’s

current social status, reproductive condition, health status and

food sources.(7,23,45) Microbial flora can also have a strong

influence on the volatile profile due to the breakdown of

metabolites.(23) The complex scent profiles that result from the

combination of both genetic and non-genetic influences are

often referred to as ‘‘individuality odours’’. The problem that

animals must solve, however, is discrimination between fixed

information about the owner’s identity and variable (metabolic)

scent information that might be used to assess the owner’s

current status.

Although many genetic loci contribute to discriminable

differences in the volatile scents of laboratory rodents, many of

these are likely to influence scents through indirect affects that

alter the metabolic profile. By contrast, the pattern of MUPs

expressed in urine is a fixed, genetically determined char-

acteristic that only influences scent signals. MUP profiles

remain fixed throughout adult life regardless of status changes

or alterations in food resources and, once deposited in scent

marks, MUPs can persist without degradation over many

weeks or months. Given the diversity of profiles expressed by

wild-caught mice, even within geographically isolated popula-

tions where genetic heterogeneity is much reduced,(35) MUPs

are ideal candidates for providing individual ownership signa-

tures. To test this, we examined competitive countermarking

among wild-derived mice according to the MUP profiles

expressed in the scent marks of territory owner and intruder.

On encountering urine scent marks from another male in

their territory, male mice initially investigate the scent closely

and then countermark it by returning repeatedly to deposit

fresh scent marks in the vicinity of the intruder’s scent over the

next few hours. It is the high molecular weight fraction of urine

containing MUPs and their bound ligands that stimulates this

response.(12) The response is the same whether urine comes

from an unrelated or related male, both of which are regarded

as competitors among adult male mice. However, urine from a

brother that has inherited the same urinary MUP type as the

territory owner (a situation likely to occur only between very

Figure 4. MUPs allow volatile scent marks to

persist over time. A male mouse will locate and

approach a novel male urine scent mark much

more quickly than water,(12) but is hesitant in

contacting a fresh scent mark once within 15 cm of

the scent. As the scent mark ages, this hesitancy

declines, until after 24 hours, the mouse is no more

reluctant to approach than to a water control

(green arrows). If the scent mark is treated with a

competitive displacer (a molecule that occupies

the MUP cavity and which displaces the natural

ligands) the hesitancy to approach declines to

control values within 30 minutes (red arrows).

These time scales are consistent with the natural

(green histograms) and displaced (red histogram)

loss of the natural ligands 2-sec-butyl-4,5-dihy-

drothiazole and 2,3-dehydro-exo-brevicomin. Fig-

ure adapted from Hurst JL, Robertson DHL,

Tolladay U, Beynon RJ. 1998. Anim Behav

55:1289–1297.
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close relatives) stimulates initial close investigation but no

subsequent functional response that indicates recognition of

another male’s scent. Territory owners fail to spend more

time in the vicinity of intruder urine when this shares the same

MUP type as own urine and do not countermark, despite many

other genetic differences that outbred wild-derived mice will

inherit.(46) This is not because mice fail to detect differences

between their own urine and that of the same MUP type. Many

genetic loci contribute to volatile urine scents and, on first

encounter, mice spend much longer investigating another

male’s scent marks than their own regardless of MUP type,

applying their noses closely to the scent source. However, the

lack of a functional countermarking response following close

investigation implies that males only recognise that urine

marks belong to an intruder when these contain a different

MUP ownership signal to their own. To prove that this re-

sponse is to MUP type rather than other genetic differences

linked to MUP genes, we manipulated the animal’s own urine

scent marks using a highly purified recombinant MUP which,

although initially devoid of natural ligands, would be expected

to bind urine-derived compounds. When this was added to

a territory owner’s own urine to change the MUP profile

(controlling for total urinary protein concentration), the owner’s

scent marking increased in the vicinity of the manipulated

scent, countermarking the urine as if it came from an intruder

male.(46)

Distinguishing between own scent marks and those of other

males is one aspect of scent ownership recognition, similar to

the self–nonself recognition of the immune system. More

general recognition of individual ownership signals requires

the ability to distinguish individual scent signatures from

different conspecifics. By introducing scent marks from one of

two equally familiar neighbours into a male’s territory, we have

recently shown that territory owners are able to match the

scent introduced to the correct neighbour and that this re-

cognition of scent ownership also appears to be due to MUP

type, despite many other genetic differences between wild-

derived scent owners (unpublished data).

Molecular mechanism underlying MUP
ownership signals
If MUP polymorphic variants bind ligands with different af-

finities, each MUP pattern might also define a characteristic

pattern of low molecular weight ligands that provide the

ownership signal in scent marks. There is good evidence that

the affinity of different MUPs for natural or reporter ligands can

vary, particularly when isoforms differ in amino acid substitu-

tions in the central hydrophobic calyx.(47,48) Analysis of the

primary sequence of MUPs indicates that much of the hetero-

geneity resides in an extended patch on the surface of the

protein, but with variant residues protruding both into the

central cavity and towards solvent.(36) However, comparison

of the release kinetics between scent deposits from two mouse

strains that express very different MUP patterns indicated no

major differences in the rate of loss of the two male signalling

volatiles thiazole and brevicomin.(42)

Both behavioural and neurophysiological evidence indicate

that scent ownership is signalled either by non-volatile MUP–

ligand complexes or by the MUPs themselves rather than by

volatile ligands released from MUPs. Direct nasal contact with

the scent source is essential to detect the scent ownership

signal and stimulate males to countermark another male’s

scent. When contact is prevented by a porous sheet of

nitrocellulose, mice detect volatiles emanating from scent

marks and investigate closely but then fail to countermark

the scent from another male.(49) While airborne volatiles are

detected through the main olfactory system, non-volatile scent

stimuli are detected via the vomeronasal system (VNS).(50)

The vomeronasal organ (VNO) is a blind-ended, mucus-filled

tube linked to the nasal cavity by a narrow duct;(51) stimulus

access depends on a vascular pumping mechanism that

appears to be activated when animals make nasal contact with

a novel stimulus.(52,53) This system plays a key role in the

recognition of sex and genetic identity from conspecific

scents.(53–55) Removal of the VNO eliminates both male

aggression towards an intruder male and the countermarking

of intruder scents.(56,57) Further evidence for the role of the

VNS in recognition of genetically determined identity scents

comes from studies of the olfactory block to pregnancy

induced by the scents of unfamiliar males.(58) Shortly after

mating, females form an olfactory memory of the stud male’s

scent in the accessory olfactory bulb, which receives input

from the VNO.(59) Before embryo implantation (within 5 days of

mating), prolonged contact with urine from a male genetically

distinct from the stud male often results in failure of implan-

tation unless the female also maintains contact with scent from

the stud male.(60,61) Identity recognition is due largely to low

molecular weight components, but is enhanced when these

are delivered in the context of urinary proteins.(62) However,

the molecular mechanism underlying identity recognition in the

context of pregnancy block may differ from that involved in

scent mark ownership signaling. Pregnancy block requires

exposure to fresh male scents, suggesting the importance of

volatile or unstable components that are rapidly lost from

ageing scents;(60,63) old scent marks will not influence female

reproductive strategies. By contrast, the ownership signal in

territorial scent marks needs to be long-lasting. Counter-

marking of intruder scent is just as strong towards urinary

proteins when ligands have been lost through natural ageing or

by chemical displacement.(12) This suggests that any MUP

ligands involved in recognition are relatively involatile and

resistant to displacement, or that animals are able to recog-

nize the MUPs themselves or MUP–ligand complexes. The

anterior region of the accessory olfactory bulb, which receives

input from the VNO, responds preferentially to MUPs while

the main MUP ligands thiazole and brevicomin elicit activity in
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the posterior region.(64) VNO receptors for MUPs remain to be

identified.

Association between involatile and volatile

scent profiles

Animals generally contact scents to investigate closely when

they have detected some unfamiliarity, presumably through

airborne volatiles. Detection of airborne volatiles through the

main olfactory system is much quicker than detection of in-

volatile components through the VNS and does not require

physical contact with the scent source. Further, although mak-

ing contact with a scent mark to detect involatile components is

relatively easy, such close contact with a competitor can be

considerably more dangerous. In territorial populations, com-

petitors usually sniff towards each other from a distance, and

then flee or attack based on information gained only from

volatile scents.(8) Volatile scents are thus much more readily

detected and avoid the need to approach and contact every

scent source. However, as discussed above, volatile scents

are also influenced by a wide range of factors and are thus

likely to provide much-less-stable identity signals. Close

investigation of fresh scent marks provides an opportunity to

learn an association between the involatile ownership signal

detected through the VNS and volatile scents detected simul-

taneously through the main olfactory system.(44,65) Recogni-

tion of sex-specific volatiles through the main olfactory system

requires a learnt association with involatile signals. Naı̈ve

female mice show an innate attraction to male scents that they

can contact, but are only attracted to volatile male odours

alone once they have experienced repeated contact with

male scents.(66) Similarly, male mice that have encountered

females artificially odorized with perfume subsequently emit

ultrasonic courtship vocalizations to the perfume itself, ap-

parently associating the perfume with recognition of a female

mouse.(67) Indeed, the detrimental effects of removal or deaf-

ferentation of the VNO in laboratory experiments can some-

times be partially overcome by prior social experience,(57)

when animals have the opportunity to learn an association

with odours detected through the main olfactory system. This

ability to associate volatile with involatile signals may also

allow animals to recognize familiar individuals from their

airborne scents. If a familiar volatile signal changes (e.g. due

to changes in status or food source), close contact investiga-

tion should update the link between a stable involatile

ownership signal and volatile scents (Fig. 5). Fresh scent

marks deposited around the territory provide ample opportu-

nity to update this association in advance of encountering

the owner.

Figure 5. An associative matching of volatile,

variable signals to involatile genome-derived sig-

nals. When a mouse encounters the volatile

signature of a second, novel mouse, it moves up

the concentration gradient to the source,and makes

contact with the scent mark, at which point

constituents of the scent mark may be pumped into

the VNS. This allows the receiver animal to build an

association between the volatile, variable and

involatile (genomically hard-wired) information.

Subsequently, if the same pattern of volatiles is

encountered, the receiver is aware of the identity of

the scent owner. However, if the scent donor

undergoes a metabolic shift (e.g. because of a

change in diet, social status or infection status) then

the volatile odour is perceived as novel, and the

drive to associate the odour with the individual

signature is activated. In this way, a mouse can

retain an image of individuals even in the context of

a shifting metabolic profile.
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Interaction between MUPs and MHC—an

integrative hypothesis

The volatile scent profile is influenced by a second highly

polymorphic gene complex, the major histocompatibility com-

plex (MHC) in mice,(68,69) rats(70) and humans.(71,72) Unlike

MUPs, which are involved only in scent communication, the

primary function of MHC is in self–nonself immune recognition

at the cellular level. The molecular mechanism underlying the

MHC influence on urinary scents involves a complex mixture of

volatile metabolites bound and released by urinary proteins or

peptides.(73–75) The urinary proteins might be fragments of

MHC molecules themselves, or MUPs.(73,76) The ‘‘carrier

hypothesis’’(75) proposes that soluble fragmentsof MHCclass I

and class II molecules in urine differentially bind volatile

metabolites in the antigen-binding groove once the peptide

that is normally bound tightly in this groove is lost. Further

proteolysis of the fragments would then lead to release of

the volatiles. The MHC specificity of odours might thus be

determined by the highly polymorphic binding characteristics

of the antigen-binding groove. How low molecular weight

volatiles could be specifically bound to MHC protein fragments

that normally bind peptides is unclear.(74)

By contrast, the central calyx of MUPs has evolved to bind

small odorant molecules and MUPs are present in consider-

ably greater concentration than MHC fragments in rodent

urine.(36) Since many physiological traits are genetically

associated with the MHC,(77,78) it seems likely that MHC-type

will influence the metabolites present in urine. A plausible

alternative hypothesis is that MHC-based developmental and

physiological variations modulate volatile metabolites(22)

which are then bound and released by MUPs in mouse

urine.(76) If this is the case, these two highly polymorphic

systems would interact to determine the volatile scents in a

scent mark. However, if MHC can influence the owner’s

metabolic profile, this is likely to be influenced by other genetic

and non-genetic factors too, diminishing the stability of the

signal of identity or ownership. This may explain why it is

difficult for mice or rats to recognize the MHC type of scent

owners when metabolism is modified by factors such as food

type,(79) infection(80) or genetic background.(81) Animals can

discriminate MHC-associated odours when the genetic and

environmental background remains reasonably constant.

However, we have recently found that MHC-associated

odours do not induce a countermarking response, and are

neither required nor sufficient for scent ownership recognition.

Discriminating scent marks and countermarks

Although female house mice generally nest and raise their

offspring within one male’s territory, they often visit or range

over several neighbouring male territories(82,83) and extra-

territorial matings occur frequently (e.g. 43% of all observed

matings in large captive populations occurred when a female

travelled to, and mated with, a male owning a nearby

territory(84)). Females may thus have a choice between

several territory owners as potential mates. Females prefer

the owner of a territory that is scent marked exclusively (i.e.

containing no scents from competitor males) over an owner

whose territory contains countermarks from an intruder male;

this preference is maintained even if the territory containing

intruder countermarks is itself made much more attractive to

females.(85) If both territories contain intruder scent marks,

females prefer an owner that has countermarked intruder

scent marks over an owner whose scent marks had been

countermarked by the intruder.(13) To determine which male’s

scent was deposited most recently (i.e. as a countermark),

female mice assess the age difference between nearby scent

marks from competing males, failing to discriminate when both

scent marks and countermarks are of similar age.(13) House

mice deposit countermarks nearby rather than on top of a

competitor’s scent marks.(12) They do not attempt to deposit a

larger scent mark than that of the competitor, which would

contain a greater intensity of volatile signalling molecules.

Indeed, under competitive pressure, mice tend to reduce

rather than increase the size of individual scent marks(16) and,

instead, deposit a large number of small scent marks,

returning repeatedly to the same area to deposit more marks

over several hours. By gradually depositing urine in small

spots and streaks over time rather than one large scent mark,

males increase the rate of replenishment, which maximizes

the freshness of their scent marks.(14) Thus, each time males

deposit a new countermark, they increase the age difference

between their own scent and that of the competitor, while

volatiles in their own fresh scent marks are likely to attract the

attention of others to the aged competitor scents. Notably,

males countermark both fresh and aged scents from com-

petitors but deposit most marks near to the aged competitor

scent where the contrast will be greatest.(12) While most

male signalling volatiles are lost from scents within a few

hours,(12,41,42) non-volatile components of scent marks con-

tinue to be detected for at least 7 days if males are aware of the

presence of scent marks in the area.(12,86)

A receiver animal must be able to pick up the molecular

signature that indicates the age of a scent mark. This pre-

cludes the use of a single volatile chemical as a molecular

timer to establish the age of a scent mark because the receiver

would not be able to detect the difference between a small,

recent scent mark and a larger deposit that was placed in the

environment some time ago. It is most probable that minimally,

the ratio of two molecules, or more likely, a complex pattern of

more than two molecules, is used as a molecular timer. The

most-volatile component(s) decay rapidly whilst the less-

volatile components remain in the scent mark and provide a

reference against which the loss of the volatile component can

be assessed. MUPs are of course, completely involatile, and

thus offer a completely stable timebase against which loss of

volatiles can be assessed.(14) It follows that this requires the
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receiver to make contact with the scent mark, and that the

VNO is able to detect shifting patterns of scent constituents.

Whether this is due to separate receptors for MUPs and

volatiles, or whether the VNO can respond differently to

occupied versus unoccupied MUPs remains to be discovered.

Conclusions

Competitive scent signalling has evolved into a complex

and dynamic system in which short-lived volatile signals and

stable, involatile scent constituents are deployed at rates, and

in patterns, that advertise status, define territories and provide

a record of challenges for dominance. In the house mouse,

proteins, which are not molecules traditionally considered to

be present in scents, are key modulators that play multiple

roles in this system. The binding and release of male signalling

volatiles alerts others to the presence of scent marks from a

distance and identifies the owner as a male house mouse.

On contact, they communicate individual ownership, either

directly or by transporting and presenting bound ligands to

VNO receptors. Simultaneous detection of complex involatile

and volatile scent profiles provides the opportunity for

associative learning, subsequently allowing animals to identify

the owners of familiar volatile scents from a distance. The

gradual release of volatile ligands from these stable involatile

proteins also provides a mechanism that will indicate scent

mark age regardless of the amount of scent deposited, al-

lowing others to discriminate which competitor countermarked

the other. By providing a record of challenges for dominance

and the outcome of those challenges, scent marks thus

provide a reliable signal of competitive ability that is freely

available to other competitors and to potential mates.
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